ResuMen: La Sicilia normanda de los reyes Ruggero II (1095-1154) y Guglielmo I (1125-1166) representa un puente esencial para la transmisión de la herencia clásica y del conocimiento árabe. En este artí culo queremos concentrarnos en este movimiento de transmisión, subrayar las diferencias con respecto de la situación en España y mostrar quiénes fueron sus actores principales y en qué consiste la originalidad de la Primera Escuela Siciliana de Traductores. PAlAbRAs clAve: escuela siciliana, conocimiento árabe, tradición clásica, traducción.
Introduction
The important role played by Italy, Spain and the Eastern Empire in the transmission of ancient philosophical and scientific knowledge in the period between the eleventh and the fifteenth century is well-known today.
1 In particular, if we focus on the "bridge" of Southern Italy, we can see in the Norman Sicily of King Roger II (1095-1154) a real crossroads area between the Arab, the Greek and the Latin worlds. The Byzantine domination, the Arab one and the following Norman dominion, started in 1091 with the conquest of Noto, made of Norman Sicily a common ground for the Greek, Arab, Jewish and Latin cultures. This fact emerges clearly under Roger II and should be seen as the foundation for the future kingdom of Frederick II.
The stability of Roger II's reign and the tolerance of Roger himself allowed Muslim and Greek people to keep their own language and preserve ancient elements not only as far as their customs were concerned, but also in their chancelleries and ad-* I would like to thank Roshdi Rashed, Ken Saito, Marco Panza, Hélène Bellosta, Davide Crippa and Alessandra Coccopalmeri for many helpful comments and suggestions. I am particularly grateful to Régis Morelon for his supervision during my Master thesis and his precious teachings.
1 See Abattouy, Renn & Weinig (2001) , Burnett (2001) , Haskins (1925) and Lorch (2001) . Spain, mainly with Toledo, was an active center of transmission expecially during the second half of the xiith century. ministrations. The king had been educated by Greek preceptors in Palermo and his court was a mixture of Greek, Arab and Latin elements. Roger II's royal curia preserved many Arabic and Byzantine components in administration and was ruled by influential figures such as the Christian emir of Syria George of Antioch and the Byzantine theologian Nilus Doxopatres. The output of such a cosmopolitan atmosphere, with the advantage for scholars of having direct contact with both Greek and Arab world, is the production of some original scientific works such as the Book of Roger of the geographer Al-Idrisi, an important description of the world commissioned by the king himself and completed one month before the death of Roger (1154).
2 The production of translations was also inevitable, and it was directly encouraged by the Sicilian kings, from Roger to Frederick II.
Roger's kingdom must be considered as the starting point for some important translations completed under William I (1125 William I ( -1166 . Those works were originally written in Greek or in Arabic such as, among others, Ptolemy's Optics, Ptolemy's Almagest, Plato's Meno and Phaedo. In this paper we want to stress the importance of the intellectual activity of the "First Sicilian School of Translators", provide a summary account of the main actors and offer a synthesis of the cultural enterprise which comes from the two different periods in which the activity of the School can be divided. In order to analyse the School, a very brief comparison with the Spanish movement of translations is necessary and helpful. 2 Idrisi's Book of Roger inherits various elements from Ptolemy's Geography and from the works of other Arab geographers, but marks a real turning point with respect to the previous geography. It is not only a compendium, but a work which offers a new vision of the world. From Idrisi's work emerges what André Miquel has called the consciousness of living "la fin d'un rêve" (Miquel, 2005) . This is why this work should be considered a good example in order to underline the importance of the cultural movement under Roger II. For a more precise analysis see Molinini (2007) .
The first period of the School: output of original works
The activity of the First Sicilian School of Translators could be divided in two periods: a period under Roger II, from about 1140 to 1154, characterized by the production of some original works, and a second period of translations under the following kingdom of his son William I, from 1154 to about 1166.
The cultural activity developed in Roger's Sicily is directly linked to four main features of the first Norman Sicily: 1) it was a 3-language society (we have evidence of this from 3-language royal diplomas, symbols of the royal power, coins, three-language epigraphs and inscriptions), 3 2) it preserved Arab and Greek elements and was influenced by them (architectural elements, urbanistic elements and buildings, customs, administration, way of life, Roger's Latin curia was a mixture of them), 4 3) it was the heart of a real crossroads area (Sicily was the "coeur" of the Mediterranean Area and had direct commercial, diplomatic but also informal contacts with the Arab, the Byzantine and the Latin world) 5 and, in line with a vision of Byzantine power, 4) the king himself was interested in science and culture and encouraged the cultural life of his court (geometers, astronomers, poets, grammarians, lived in Palermo and had contacts with the King). 6 In this atmosphere of exchange we see the output of some original works such as Nilus Doxopatres' History of the five patriarchates (1143), in Greek, and the Book of Roger (1154) of the geographer AlIdrisi, in Arabic. Poems in Greek were composed by a circle of men very close to Roger's ammiratus ammiratorum George of Antioch.
7 All those works were written in the mother-tongue of 3 See Amari (1881), Houben (1999) and Rashed (1993) . 4 See Amari (1937) and Bresc-Bautier & Bresc (1993) . 5 See Gabrieli (1964) . 6 See Molinini (2007) , especially Chapter II. 7 Haskins & Lockwood, 1910, p. 90. the authors and the cultural movement was very close to Roger's curia. While an important group of codices of the New Testament seems to be linked to a group of copysts of Roger's court, 8 interest in the Palermitan court for the Greek literature is attested by the presence of works such as the novel Aethiopica by Heliodorus and by the discourses of the monk Filagato Ceramide, who was also interested in Greek medicine and in particular in the works of Galen.
The second period: translations
A new period of the School starts with the death of Roger II (1154) and continues through William I's reign. Here we see the output of important scientific and philosophical translations from Greek and Arabic into Latin. This second period can not be separated from the previous phase but must be seen as the natural continuity of a process which had already begun under Roger II. The translators had grown up in Roger II's Latin curia and had the opportunity to pick up and absorb both the Arab and the Greek intellectual heritage. The main actors are Henry Aristippus (died in 1162), archdeacon of Catania, the admiral Eugenius (1130-1202), son of the admiral Giovanni, and an unknown scholar from Salerno.
The importance of those actors is evident from their translations. Henry Aristippus translated the fourth book of Aristotle compositione, reperitur. 11 He remarks that he had before him two manuscripts in Arabic, of which he used the more recent as being the more accurate: "Ex duobus exemplaribus quorum novissimum, unde presens translatio facta fuit, veracius est". 12 9 Plato Latinus, 1950, p. 89 (my translation). 10 As observed by Haskins & Lockwood (1910) and Lejeune (1989) , the Arabic version of The fable of Kalila and Dimna was probably a revision of the Greek version by Simeon Seith.
11 Lejeune, 1989, p. 5. 12 Lejeune, 1989, p. 11. As observed by Albert Lejeune, who edited the Optics in 1956, 13 the Arabic version used by Eugenius for his translation was probably made on a Greek original.
An unknown student from Salerno is the author of a translation in to Latin of Ptolemy's Almagest from a Greek manuscript. This translation, which was terminated between 1158 and 1160, preceds by about fifteen years Gerard's translation from the Arabic (1175) and largely anticipates Trapezuntius' translation from the Greek (1451). 13 A previous edition was made in 1885 by Gilberto Govi.
The Greek manuscript had been brought from Constantinople to Palermo in 1158 by Henry Aristippus, who had received it as a present from the Emperor Manuel I Comnenus during his embassy in the Eastern Empire (1158-1160). The Salernitan scholar came to Sicily in order to study the manuscript but the text was too difficult for him. He observes that, before 14 From a passage in the translation it seems that the unknown translator from Salerno had also seen a copy of Aristotle's De Caelo.
15 He was probably helped by admiral Eugenius in the translation of the Almagest. In the Prologue he shows his gratitude and his admiration for the admiral, pointing out that Eugenius was not only skilled in Arabic and Greek, but also in Latin: "Eugenium, virum tam grece quam arabice lingue peritissimus, latine quoque non ignarus".
16

Conclusions and analysis
We can say that Roger II's court, far from being an isolated centre of culture, could profit from having direct and unbroken contacts with the Arab and the Byzantine worlds and of being a fully three-language society thanks to its scholars, of different mother-tongues, who were fluent in three languages. As remarked by Roshdi Rashed, if in Spain and in the Eastern Empire the translations are generally associated with one departure language (Arabic for Spain and Greek for the Eastern Empire), Sicily was a truly original and unique case and had the great advantage of being "liée aux deux [langues] à la fois". 17 This particular situation made possible access 14 For a detailed edition of the medieval Latin version of Euclid's Data (made from a Greek text) and a comprehensive discussion of the identity of the translator see Ito (1980) , especially Chapter III. Ito's hypothesis is that the translator of the Data might be the same unknown translator of the Almagest and that the translation was made in Sicily before 1160. This conjecture seems to be supported by the fact that Haskins identifies the author of an existent Latin translation of Proclus' De Motu with that of the Almagest (see Haskins, 1927, pp 180-181) . 15 Haskins, C. H. & Lockwood, D. P., 1910, p. 82 . 16 Haskins & Lockwood, 1910, p. 100 . 17 Rashed, 1993, p. 110. to manuscripts and cultural heritage via a "double route"; 18 moreover, it permitted the output of some original works in the mother tongue of the authors (Greek, Arabic, Latin) and opened the road to the translations made under William I. While the same period in Spain is well-studied, and for Italy we have a great quantity of studies about the later cultural movement under Frederick II, cultural activity under Roger II and his son William has not received the necessary attention yet. The corpus of Southern Italy's libraries of this period has not been well established, and it is in need of further study in order to get a better "perspective of continuity" of the transmission and production of scientific knowledge in the Mediterranean area. As suggested by Haskins, the corpus of the libraries of the Sicilian kings might well have formed the primitive nucleus of the Greek collections of the Vatican. 19 The Prologue of Aristippus to his translation of the Phaedo, Al-Idrisi' al-ard. 20 This is a very important point in order to reconstruct not only the transmission of knowledge during the twelfth century, but also the later circulation of ancient knowledge in Italy until the new translations of the fifteenth century.
What are the features, what is the importance of the First Sicilian School of Translators? Why is the contribution of 18 Gabrieli, 1964. 19 Haskins, 1920, p. 615. 20 Various books of Arabic geographers are mentioned by Al-Idrisi those translators so important for the history of the transmission of knowledge and for the history of science? Why do we call them a school?
We could sum up the importance of the movement in a few telling points. A very brief comparison with the movement of the same period in Toledo will help to clarify the distinctiveness of the Sicilian case and the differences with respect to the Toledo School.
The Sicilian scholars had the opportunity to have access not only to Arabic manuscripts but also directly to Greek texts via languages which were still spoken in the South of Italy. The fact that there were languages "still living" is evident from the work of Eugenius or Nilus Doxopatres, whose native tongue was Greek, and must be understood as a consequence of the tolerance and the cultural exchange which characterized Roger II's cosmopolitan Sicily. This situation, differently from Spain, facilitated the translations and permitted the agents not to turn to intermediate translations in the vernacular (as was generally the case in Toledo). Another aspect which distinguishes Sicily from Spain concerns the "driving force" behind the translations. If the movement of translation in Spain was influenced by what Burnett defined as "The context of the Cathedral", 21 the translation enterprise of the First Sicilian School was not an "export-market" and was not influenced by the Church. The natural places of the translations are the Norman Court and the Arab, Greek, Jewish communities still alive in the south of Italy, communities which had formal and informal contacts between them. The role of those social groups is very important, expecially because they had also contacts with the Eastern Empire and the Arab world.
If we ask ourselves what the real driving force behind the cultural movement born in Sicily was, we may offer an hypothesis. As far as we know, in Sicily there was no demand 21 Burnett, 2001, p. 254. by intellectual centers (such as universities, monasteries) and the translations had no utilitarian aims. From our analysis 22 the driving force behind the movement of translations must be traced back to three main elements: the vision of Byzantine power, which characterized the first Norman kingdom in Southern Italy and encouraged the output of works in different languages; an easy access to sources, which depends on the rich historical background of Sicily and on the central position of Sicily in the mare magnum; the sensation of a "language loss", which begins under William I and gives rise to the translations. 23 Also, even if the number of translations made in Spain is greater than the number of translations made in Sicily, and the quality of the Sicilian translations is often not so good, 24 the originality and the social dimension which characterized xiith century Sicily whould offer a new sense of continuity which helps us to "read" and understand the intellectual movement under Frederick II and the second generation of translators. In Sicily we have the first known Latin translation of the Almagest and the only known translation of Ptolemy's Optics. The actors formed a "School": they were linked together and aware of each other's work, as emerges from the preface of Aristippus, from the remarks of Eugenius and from the paragraph of the unknown scholar from Salerno which links the main actors. The remarks made by Eugenius about his method of translation and the importance of the Optics are a clear sign of a consciousness of the translator, of his will to produce a rigorous work. We can say that the work of those scholars was 22 See Molinini, 2007, La géographie d'Idrisi-Roger. Une synthèse entre Orient et Occident, Chapters II and V. 23 The language loss is a consequence of the instability which characterized the last period of William's reign. I am indebted to Régis Morelon for having drawn my attention to this interesting point. 24 Haskins, 1925 , p. 485. See Lejeune (1989 for a short analysis of the quality of Eugenius' translation of Ptolemy's Optics. not that of an élite which read and translated ancient texts just for fun. It was a serious and professional enterprise.
Comparative studies, studies on the relationships between the translators and the court and new studies in order to define the corpus of the Sicilian libraries are required so as to obtain a better analysis of xiith century Sicily. In addition to this, the role of Mozarabs and Jewish Communities in the process of the transmission of knowledge in twelfth-century Sicily has not been established. A better comprehension of Roger's and William's Sicily, and in particular a deep study of Arabic, Greek and Jewish sources, might also account for the important role of translations and original works of the later "entourage" of Frederick II, such as Scott's, Fibonacci's or John's. Autrement, 1993, pp. 69-80 . buRnett, C., "The Coherence of the Arabic-Latin Translation Program in Toledo in the Twelfth Century", Science in Context, 2001, 14, pp. 249-288. 
